
—   A  P a r a d o x  i n  M o t i o n   —  

Consider this: It appears statistically impossible that every nation/state 

on Earth can look at Climate Catastrophe with the same appalling 

 do-nothing ignorance, an ignorance no less which 

 they’ve demonstrated since the first UN climate alarms 
were announced back in Stockholm, 1972! 

 Yet, impossible or not, this is where things stand. 

And that’s only half of it. 

It also seems statistically impossible that: At the many 

UN World Climate Alerts which have come and gone 

since 1972, not once has Global Academe 

bothered to show up and warn the World (and the States) 

just how dangerous State denial of Climate Catastrophe 

is for life on Earth! A half-century of silence by Academia globally? 

Statistically impossible? 

 Apparently not. For this, exactly, is our dilemma today! 

 And not just broken promises from the States, but decades 

of self-righteous antagonism from the more powerful States, 

as if Climate Rescue is some sort of criminal enterprise! 

An antagonism so intense in some nation/states that their progressive citizens 
fear being punished as Climate-Rescue terrorists! 

All of which means what? 

If  State and Academe denial of global climate hazard is a fact 

(and it is), then we have on our hands a brand of pathological inaction 
 which spans both the governments of the World and their teaching institutions. 

This inaction, which has already begun killing us, 
 is no longer due to an ignorant populace. 

For World-scale weather events have finally 

awakened public consciousness. 

Not one bit accidentally, 

the mutual paralysis of Academe and the State we are suffering, 

fulfills the societal predictions of anthropologist Pierre Clastres 

and a small but unique group of sociologists. But that’s just the latest 

 strand of a long-suppressed and fascinating backstory. 

What needs to focus us immediately is a coherent solution 

to our common hazard!  Because Climate Catastrophe 

 is no longer coming but is underway, and because the clock 

 for most life on Earth is now ticking in negative accumulation, 

a full understanding of State- and World Academe’s paralysis-to-act 

is imperative to our finding any solution! 
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http://gaiadigmbooks.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/catastrophicdawnpreview-49pp.pdf

